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Welcome to the third edition of the Guernsey Athletics eNewsletter.

I hope you have all had a great month! It has been extremely busy both here and further
afield. I have written fairly extensively about the Commonwealth Games athletes later in
the eNewsletter – it was fantastic to see them performing so well in Guernsey colours on
the global stage. The Intertrust Easter Running Festival was a fantastic event this year – I
feel it definitely took a big step forwards from last year and the atmosphere was great. If
we can arrange better weather for next year there will be no stopping us!
This weekend sees the start of the Intertrust Track & Field Challenge as the outdoor season
begins. Please support this event as it is in place for all of the youngsters who train with the
club. Though there are usually some headline grabbers competing (including plenty of
Island Games medallists) the events are fully inclusive as our cross country events are in
the winter. All track races will be graded according to declared PB’s – and we have more
field event opportunities this year. Jumping and throwing can be great fun and we are
working towards improving our coaching offerings in these events too! There is a £1
discount on field event entries for the whole year! Check out the event page on the website
for details or email me.
As we head into the summer I hope to see some of our youngsters who usually prioritise a
winter team sport come back into regular training to see how they get on. Various athlete
development research suggest that partaking in multiple sports from 11-15 (approx.) is
favourable so this is something I definitely support. Team sports such as football will offer
solid aerobic conditioning as well as change of direction skills etc, so this can be an
underpinning for athletics training throughout the summer. Then who knows – this could
lead to some genuine individual success and give youngsters an increased hunger for
athletics as they get towards their late teens. This is the ideal scenario!
In the coaching and athlete development sections I have discussed the importance of
effective coach-athlete relationships. This is something I really value and think it is vital to
look beyond the session plans and to create a positive culture within the training group or
even just on a one-to-one basis with athletes. Like programming, this is something which
coaches can develop and work on over time and through working with various athletes
whom provide differing challenges!
As always I am available to all members if you have any questions or thoughts about any
aspects of the club. I look forward to hearing from you!
Yours in sport,

Tom
tom.druce@guernseyathletics.org.gg

Track & Field news
Last month we were still talking more about Sam Wallbridge’s
unfortunate fall rather than what was expected from the remaining
four members of the athletics team down under. And in a flash the
Commonwealth Games are finished and our athletes have another
four years to wait until the next opportunity to represent Guernsey
on a global stage.
It is worth pausing for a moment and considering the magnitude of
the opportunity and responsibility of an athlete competing for a
small nation in a truly global multi-sport Games. This is not the “next
step” up from the Island Games – winning the latter does not mean
you are in the class required for the Commonwealths…and at the
same time failing to become a champion at Island Games level does
not mean you aren’t of the level to compete at the Commonwealths,
depending on the specific discipline. I make this point because I
think sporting islanders sometimes become fixated with the Island
Games and it’s relevance to all ‘elite’ Guernsey athletes. The truth of
the matter is that the Island Games provide a truly unique
opportunity for our athletes and can bring about fantastic moments
and memories for those lucky to attend – but the level of competition
can be inconsistent across disciplines and from one edition to
another. The Commonwealth Games too varies in performance level
and depth of performances from one edition to another but
regardless is always a truly world class competition in track
competitions…whilst perhaps less so in the field events.
On the track it is fair to say that the only genuine powerhouse that is
missing is the USA – now that the Russians have been taken out of
the reckoning. Of course Europe has some great athletes but I would
argue that in most events the level of performance is higher at the
Commonwealths than Europeans…or at least it should be if
everyone steps up and performs.

With this in mind – the performances of the Guernsey athletes was
undoubtedly the best overall team showing at a Commonwealth
Games.

Track & Field news
I will cover Lee Merrien and Sarah Mercier in the endurance news
section but clearly Lee’s 8th place finish is an all-time highlight for
Guernsey Athletics at this level. One man who should have realistic
hopes of matching or surpassing such a feat in the next four or
eight years is 400m athlete Cameron Chalmers.

Cameron warmed up for the Commonwealth Games with two
victories over 400m – the latter in a stacked field in Brisbane
where he saw off challenges from high quality athletes from
England and Botswana among others.
Below: Alastair (left) and Cameron Chalmers

Track & Field news
Come the first round heat he ended up finding himself in a slightly
mysterious line-up. I wrote a post on Facebook suggesting that he
could possibly take a couple of high profile scalps based on recent
form of his main opposition - but as it turned out Javon Francis of
Jamaica in particular really stepped up from his declared 2017/18
best of 46.19 – it was he in particular who skewed the seeding.
Cameron ultimately placed 4th in his heat but the uneven seeding
was highlighted by the fact he was faster than many automatic
qualifiers and was 13th fastest overall in the first round.
Incredibly he repeated the trick in the semi-final where he again
placed 13th of the three 8-man races.

The other half of the “power eventers” representatives on the Gold
Coast was Cameron’s brother Alastair. He celebrated his 18th
birthday during the trip but evidently the celebrations were not too
exuberant as he certainly produced the goods on the track.
Whilst he was not as prominent in his field of 400m hurdlers as his
brother had been in the flat event, he took advantage of a good
lane draw to clock a very chunky PB. More significantly he went
inside British Athletics’ qualification standard for the World U20
Championships taking place this summer. It had been Alastair’s first
hurdles race of the year, which could have made clocking a fast
time difficult…but he had no problems and thrived on the bigcompetition atmosphere.
Part of the reason he had such a challenge on his hands in this race
was because there were less than 25 entries for the 400m hurdles –
this means that there are effectively 3 semi-finals with only the first
two athletes from each guaranteed progression to the final. This
really ups the ante in comparison to heats where three or even four
athletes may gain auto qualification and plenty of fastest loser
berths too.
Despite only taking on one race during the Games (without the
planned 4x400m or any progression in the hurdles) the younger
sibling certainly has had a valuable experience to add to his Youth
gold medal performance last summer. He now has to replicate the
performance at the World U20 Trials in June to secure his place on
the British team.

Track & Field news
Now the Commonwealth Games are done for another four
years, attention for T&F fans now turns to the
British/European season which generally spans May to
September depending on age groups. Locally, things click
into gear this weekend in the form of the Intertrust Track &
Field Challenge series. The series runs over the course of the
summer and provides athletes of all ages from 11 upwards
to not only post PB’s in their favoured events but also to
compete for honours awarded at the conclusion of the series
based on their combined best four performances.
The events are offered for everyone who is training towards
T&F within the club. Generally, races will be seeded
according to declared PB’s…but where inexperienced
athletes have entered every effort will be made to put them
in a race with athletes their own age. For the more
experienced athletes it is important for their competition
experience to race against better/older athletes if that is
what they are ready to do.
U13 athletes will take part in the Quadrathlon events being
held in the first two fixtures and again in the final fixture. The
Quadrathlon follows the exact same format as the QuadKids
competitions held for U11’s except Javelin replaces the
Howler Throw. Boys run 100m and 800m with the girls
taking on 75m and 600m – as before, the long jump is the
fourth event.
The fixtures and timetable are available on the website but
are also included below:

Track & Field news

Track & Field news
Off island opportunities are available for those athletes who
we believe are at a level where they will benefit from a higher
level of competition. The first stop of the season is invariably
the Hampshire County Championships held in Portsmouth.
Though we will always try to prioritise attitude, commitment
and engagement as key values to determine which athletes get
the opportunities and rewards – Hampshire Champs is a good
example of a trip that we do need to select athletes for based
on ability as well as these values. The event could be a
devastating experience for a young athlete to contend with if
they are not up to the standard of the opposition. Myself and
endurance guru Paul “Ingy” Ingrouille are very well versed in
the appropriate standards for athletes to have a positive
experience at the championships. Parents should rest assured
that their child can develop at different rates to the majority
and not being invited to that trip aged 12 or 13 does not
mean that they will not progress to that level in the coming
months. The key thing for late developers (as it is for all
youngsters in fact) is for their parents and coaches to convey
to the youngsters that retaining a positive attitude and working
to accrue the skills they’re being taught may well yield
rewards at any time!
Those athletes who have been invited to Hampshire Track &
Field Champs should be aware that they MUST compete in
club vest according to the rules of the championships – this
can be purchased from PrintMyTees at St Martins.
In all, almost 50 athletes will compete at the championships
including many of the Island Games squad from last year.

Endurance news

The absence of the 4x400m relay from the Commonwealth Games team
meant a nice symmetry of two power athletes and two endurance
athletes representing Guernsey on the Gold Coast. Lee Merrien and
Sarah Mercier had both had mixed approaches to the big event
through various injury issues. The former had declared that it “may” be
his last crack at a ‘big’ event and this only served to heighten the
interest in what one of the all-time greats of Guernsey sport could
achieve.
The marathon was an early morning affair local time in order to try to
avoid the worst of the heat – this ultimately failed as a plan going by
what later ensured towards the end of the men’s race as the runners
struggled to cope with the high temperatures. Lee however seemed to
deal with the heat better than most after what looked at the time a very
steady first half of the race. In hindsight it was an extremely well judged
performance which brought about a fantastic 8th place finish as many
of the athletes faltered (some dramatically so) in the closing km’s.
Below are Lee’s splits throughout the race showing that although he did
not quite run even pace he still picked up a large number of places in
the closing 20km.

Endurance news

Since the race, Lee has expressed satisfaction with his performance and
attainment of a top-8 finish. At the same time, like many athletes he has
also been left with a feeling of “what if” and wondering if a medal
could have been in the offing had he been able to avoid a couple of the
injury niggles and had managed a more perfect build up to the Games.
That said – all of Guernsey Athletics would I’m sure agree that he has
done a great job over many years representing us on the international
stage and if this is to be the last time – it was a pretty good last hurrah.

Endurance news

Lee was also coaching during his stint down under as personal coach to
Sarah. She had shown outstanding form on the road, XC, and indoors
last year before injury struck leading into the track season. Following a
surgical procedure she embarked on preparation for her second
Commonwealth Games.
4 years ago everything seemed to go right and Sarah broke the island
record in both the 1500 and 5000…this time the build up was not ideal
and conditions in the stadium were hotter than the ideal for a Brit in a
long distance race!

The race itself was an interesting battle at the front – with England’s Laura
Weightman doing a fantastic job to get onto the podium – but further
back Sarah was unfortunate to find herself detached from the athletes
immediately ahead of her. Given the hot conditions her performance
certainly hints that she is heading back to her very best and there is more
to take from the performance than just the time of more or less bang on
17mins. She again ranked not far below past Easter Festival great, Steph
Twell…the Scot on this occasion putting in a better performance and
putting more distance between herself and Sarah, having barely
managed to hold her off in 2014.
Whilst her coach Lee looks to have run his final Commonwealth race,
Sarah will certainly be in the mix-up for Birmingham 2022.
Team player: Sarah (left) supplies her coach with his specific in-race drink

Endurance news

Always one of the principle events on the calendar – the Intertrust Easter
Running Festival was hugely successful following course changes and
distance adjustments in the past couple of years. 2018 really seemed to
signal a settling down into the current format with records falling in the
sense of both times and competitor numbers.
Ryan Burling made his comeback from a minor ankle injury in the nick of
time – he only took to the track for a fitness test a couple of days before –
and lived up to expectations by taking three individual victories in
extremely convincing style. Ryan attacked the 5k on the Friday in what
was probably his best performance across the weekend – securing a PB
and course record. He followed this up with course records on Saturday
and Monday too! Naturally he took the overall title.
Louise Perrio retained the women’s title despite the classy Eleanor Davis
taking double honours in the two road races.

Endurance news

Elsey Davis was the star visitor as she claimed course records in both the
5k and 10k road races. In the former she re-wrote her own PB with 16:29

Endurance news
The atmosphere around each event during the Easter weekend
was notably positive and there was a genuine buzz around each
race. None more so than Sunday’s 4x1mile relay event (below).
The numbers of participants and visitors were up on 2017 as the
event continues to grow under its new sponsor Intertrust and the
new format.

Many thanks to all that took part and especially to all of the
volunteers involved in delivering such a successful weekend!

Coaching

Coaching is, as I have said before, absolutely vital to our continued
development as a club. We are fortunate to have various coaches across
various disciplines all who have their own strengths and weaknesses.
Some will travel through a complex journey of coach development whilst some
simply do not have the time due to work commitments etc. But each and every
coach offers something to a group or an athlete that positively impacts those
individuals in some way.
Coaching is about more than just writing a programme – and this is a
statement that I believe is true at all levels. I would encourage all of our
coaches to dig out a book called “Conscious Coaching” by Brett
Bartholomew. The book aims to delve into the human aspect of coaching in
order to become a more effective coach. It also helps the reader self-analyse
and identify where their opportunities to grow as a coach lie.
Even if coaches do not get around to checking out this book – the coachathlete relationship is a key concept that I have aimed to promote within the
coaching team being developed. This is – like training programming – not an
exact science! Gaining trust and buy-in from athletes can take a long time in
some cases – but is worth the effort. It could also be vital to an athlete’s long
term future in the sport – e.g. a late developer may walk away from the sport
because of lack of early success if they do not have a strong relationship and
trust in their coach. Conversely, an early developer who is having success
based upon early maturation rather than skill-based reasons is more likely to
buy into the concept of making short term changes for long term gains rather
than continue along a path towards development plateau.

I personally am happy with the relationships I have harnessed over time with
my own group of athletes – and though things are not perfect all of the time I
believe we have grown together as both coach and training group. This has
happened over a period of a couple of years but I believe that the way most
of us interact positively affects their performance.
This leads me to a final point which that I would like to work towards a
scenario where all coaches are invested in their athletes to the extent where
they feel genuine pride at any personal successes their athletes have. I know
all of my athletes’ PB’s (most to the hundredth of a sec) – now I don’t expect
all the junior coaches to replicate this with vast numbers of athletes and
constantly changing PB’s BUT it is the sort of investment that we ultimately
want…the reason being that it clearly leads to more effective coaching both
from the human aspect and programming.
Thank you to ALL of our coaches at the club who contribute their time and
effort towards various athletes’ success.

Athlete
Development
I often like to link my “coaching” section to the athlete development by way of illustration
that the two are so closely affected by the other. So I will start by looking at the coachathlete relationship and how it can have an impact on athlete development.
Humans by our nature often tend to be impatient, and want immediate success in all that
we do. Think about the workplace – we always want to make a good impression and hit
the ground running. Young athletes want the same – they want to be at the front of races
or throwing the farthest from the off and receiving adulation from coaches and parents.
In reality, in both the adult workplace and the child’s athletic training – it can pay to slow
down, take stock and develop relevant skills in order to be able to succeed in the long
term.
The athletes need to be educated as to this concept and this can be easier said than done
for a coach. Coaches will do their best to make the athletes understand that the most
important thing is to create progressions that will keep the athlete healthy so they can
achieve their best results as seniors. This may mean that progression could be slow as
some athletes struggle to achieve competency at certain skills…however athletes and
parents can take me at my word that these skills will be even more difficult to engrain
further down the line! Developing good skill execution habits early is vital to senior (and
late junior) success. The key is not to be swayed by the outliers – who in this case are
those who achieve without significant skill progressions but purely through physicality.
Unfortunately not all athletes start at the same point nor progress naturally at the same
rate so it is impossible to measure progressions from one athlete to the next. Skill
progressions should be prioritised over system overload progressions in the
developmental teenage years.
All of this does not mean that more “general” metabolic exercise is bad – of course it
isn’t! However, it cannot be used to predict ultimate event specific performance…and
once a certain level has been achieved more is not necessarily better. It can lead to shortterm gains in many events – therefore it is up to coaches to communicate the reasons
why specific and non-specific technique work are to lead to improved senior
performance. Technique work can often be seen by youngsters to be “easy” (even if they
cannot master the skills!!) because they are not keeling over with fatigue. This can lead
some athletes to poo-poo this type of training and others to gravitate towards it for the
wrong reasons (to avoid working hard!). Ultimately both types of training – skills and
physical overloading – are required in the correct doses.
I hope that the coaching team are able to engage with all developing athletes to the
extent that athletes will be patient and aim at long term success. Of course parents can
also be hugely helpful in conveying these messages to your children!

Fixtures

Below are the upcoming fixtures taken from the website for your convenience

Colts Corner
QuadKids 2018

To download the above form and check out other
Colts news – head to www.guernseycolts.co.uk

Athlete interview:
Young sprinter/jumper
Sofia Mella
What are your favourite and least favourite things about athletics, and the
events you train for in particular?
I train particularly for sprints, sprint hurdles and triple jump. I like the
technical aspect of both hurdles and triple jump and enjoy working on
improving my technique and performance. I particularly look forward to
competitions both on and off island because I enjoy the competitive side and
try to use my nerves in a positive way to improve my performance. My least
favourite part of athletics would definitely be winter training because of the
hard lactic sessions in the cold and the awful sick feeling at the end of the
session.

How long have you been a member of the club and how did you come to
join?
I have been a member of the club for five years and joined after my current
coach took a session at my primary school and asked if I would be
interested in joining the athletics club.

How important has your coach been to your enjoyment and achievements in
the sport?
After encouraging me to join athletics my coach Nick has been consistently
supportive, especially when moving up an age group in hurdles. Nick sets
session plans for us and tweaks them according to the feedback that we
have given if he is in agreement! He also tries to find new drills and
exercises to improve our technique for different events which keeps training
interesting.

What are your favourite and least favourite training sessions?
My favourite training sessions are hurdles sessions because I enjoy working
on my technique and feel a great sense of achievement after executing a
good run. My least favourite session has got to be long sessions, especially
those which include 300m. The lactic is particularly bad in these sessions
and I spend most of my time laying on the track trying to comprehend the
fact that we still have more to do.

What has been the most challenging skill to learn?
I think that the most challenging skill I have had to learn is proper hurdle technique
and in particular how to get my trail leg down faster. I definitely didn’t have a
naturally good hurdle technique but after many drills and coaching I can definitely
say that it has improved a lot.

What are your ambitions for the coming summer season?
My ambitions for this season are to jump the Island Games standard of 10.40m for
triple jump and to achieve national qualifying time for hurdles.

If you could meet any
athlete, who would it
be and why?
If I could meet any
athlete I think I would
choose Kendra
Harrison because I
think that it would be
very interesting to find
out how she
channelled her
disappointment from
the Olympic trials into
determination to set a
world record less than
two weeks later.

Which local athlete
do you admire and
look up to the most
and why ?
On a local level I
have always looked
up to my training
partner Rhiannon
since I started. She
has played a huge
role in helping me
improve whether it’s
helping me with
hurdles or just being
in front of me and
making me push
myself.

Club Kit –
PrintMyTees.gg
Athletes and
coaches can check
out the range of
club kit available
both in store at St
Martins (on the Coop complex) or
online via this link:

PrintMyTees.gg

Home Straight
(regular final page featuring some bitesize items)

Any athletes who wish to be
considered for the 2019 Island
Games must contact me directly if
they have not received “longlist”
emails. Failure to contact in the
next couple of weeks may mean
missing important info!

Congratulations to Ryan Burling
who will be representing England
for the first time in the Lillebaelt
Half Marathon in Denmark on 5th
May!
Congratulations to all Guernsey
finishers in the London Marathon
last weekend!

Elite Athlete Support Programme
– all athletes on the programme
should keep regular dialogue with
me and/or their coach about all
aspects of their athletics. For
youngsters – parents should feel
free to keep in touch with me as
ADO and their child’s personal
lead coach

All the best to our national indoor
U20 bronze medallist Sophie
Porter who suffered an
unfortunate ankle break whilst
hurdle training four weeks ago.
Fingers crossed for your
recovery!

Discussions are ongoing with
Jersey in regards to the InterInsular – athletes are advised to
keep close tabs on our website for
news
Please please can all parents and
athletes remember to
register/enter in good time for the
Intertrust T&F Challenge fixtures.
Registration is on-the-day only but
closes 1 hour before each
individual event. Clarification on
this is available via the Events
dropdown on the website and
clicking on Intertrust T&F
Challenge

